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Abstract 

Teaching Sustainability is a complex and demanding task requiring a multidisciplinary approach as is 
clearly demonstrated by the world focus on the UN Sustainable Development Goals (and specially goal 11: 
Make cities inclusive, safe, resilient and sustainable). The flipped classroom methodology facilitates the 
necessary discussion for embedding different points of view on the learning process. In this way students 
can effectively receive out-of-class and in-class opportunities to promote personal learning. However, 
structuring the huge amount of information handled is a very difficult tasks for students. 

In order to develop students’ learner autonomy or develop high-level thinking skills to achieve the learning 
competencies embedded on an Interdisciplinary Sustainable Architecture (ISA) curriculum, the use of 
mind-mapping learning strategy is known an effective knowledge construction tool for helping students’ 
organizational thinking. Beyond this fact, many previous studies have considered peer assessment as an 
effective learning strategy to provide students with a teacher’s perspective view to think and evaluate 
knowledge acquisition. 

This research presents relevant results on the use of mind-maps with an online peer assessment approach. 
This tool is embedded as a key element for structuring Sustainability Assessment knowledge within a course 
based on the flipped teaching methodology. Moreover, an experiment has been conducted to evaluate the 
advantages and disadvantages of the proposed approach on students’ learning analytics such as time 
involvement and learning reflections. It is important that educators use an online peer assessment learning 
environment for learners and aim for the goals to help learners become more critical, independent, and 
autonomous in the development of any Sustainability curriculum. 

1. Introduction 

Sustainability is a trending topic for our society. It involves many disciplines ranging from basic science to 
sociology and business, but always involving a technological approach when an architecture curriculum is 
involved. The purpose of ISA is not only the assessment of current or future cities, but also understanding 
how buildings and urbanism can contribute to more resilient societal organization in cities. In the twenty 
first century, the internet and the incipient Internet of things has allowed instant access to unfiltered, 
ubiquitous information which adds information analysis and its management as key disciplines for ISA 
development. Therefore, transversal competencies such as peer assessment and knowledge mapping have 
become important analysis and communication tools for future sustainability professionals. However, in 
the twenty first century globalization, Architecture curriculums are no longer just a collection of technical 
tools, but also a space which demands the integration of higher level competencies [1] for developing better 
organizational skills, creative (and critical) thinking, problem-solving abilities, or even more important 
team work. To face with such new environments and challenges, students’ learning processes have to be 
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developed through team assessment and include strategies where faculty incorporate multidisciplinary 
knowledge in a critical environment. 

Recent evidences [2] on the complex interaction between competencies development and oral interaction, 
indicate that flipping classrooms provides more time and interactive environment for teachers and students, 
and also helps students interact actively and improve speaking and writing skills [3]. The main reason is 
that by flipping classes students undergo a self-discovery process of learning materials, knowledge 
grounding leading to personal understanding and leaving all the time available in class for face-to-face 
instruction for oral team interaction for knowledge acquisition and final writing for memory development. 

The classroom is a debate space for teacher-student communication and interaction, as well as group 
discussion, including peer evaluation [4]. However, Strayer [5] within flipped classrooms there is no proper 
guiding strategy, it is easy for students to feel frustrated about learning workload or unsuccessful flipping 
strategy. 

Consequently, the development of the students’ competency on identifying, defining and organize all 
relevant concepts within this environment appears as the natural solution for efficient knowledge 
acquisition. This technique Concept (or Mind) mapping, introduced by Noval and Gowin [6], facilitates 
active meaningful learning while developing a structure for all relevant information. In the past decade, 
classroom research [7] has demonstrated the advantage of active teaching for engaging students, followed 
by a mind-mapping strategy for a successful knowledge integration [8]. 

On the other hand, although previous studies have pointed out that concept or mind map learning strategies 
can help students to organize knowledge effectively, there is still the possibility of failure in mind-mapping 
learning strategy in university classrooms. Some key factors for failure are difficult to accept, the mind-
mapping strategy of students themselves, and are unfamiliar with the way of thinking [9]. The result showed 
that mind mapping mainly benefited the students’ writing in the elaboration dimension. Therefore, if the 
teacher could not only help the students using the mind-mapping tool to generate ideas in their writing 
process, but also integrate much more supportive guidance with teachers or peers, such as using peer 
assessment strategy to encourage peers to make reflections and improvements [17]. 

Due to the above reasons, it is necessary to develop a flipped teaching strategy based on group mind 
mapping, followed by peer assessment tools to assist students in summarizing, organizing concepts, and 
assessing others’ work for an effective knowledge acquisition [18]. Thus, in this paper, a strategy is 
proposed for gaining meaningful insight on the mind mapping-based flipped classroom. Moreover, 3 
consecutive years of classroom research have allowed a fair understanding of the advantages, and 
disadvantages, of first the flipped teaching approach, and second the proposed mind mapping approach, by 
answering the following questions: 

1. Do students who learn with the integrated mind mapping-based flipped learning approach have 
significantly better learning achievement than the students learn without this strategy? 

2. Do students who learn with the integrated mind mapping-based flipped learning approach have 
significantly better learning involvement than others? 

3. Do students who learn with the integrated mind mapping-based flipped learning approach have 
significantly better learner autonomy than their peers?  
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2. Experimental plan and methodology 
2.1. Reseach population implementation 

The course on “Non Traditional Materials for Architecture” provides a relevant test bed for assessing 
students’ learning performance and perceptions due to its independence from the traditional curriculum 
(besides being optative) which gives the students, and faculty, more innovative opportunities. This course 
belongs to the Graduate degree in Building Engineering at Universitat Politecnica de Valencia (UPV) and 
is taught during the second semester of the last degree year. During the last three years the course has been 
taught, first on the traditional lecture based approach (course 2016-17), second following the Flipped 
Classroom methodology (course 2017-18), and on the last intake (course 2018-19) including for performance 
assessment the mind-mapping approach. Students are scored also on their learning styles to check any 
deviation due to a significant change on the student population. 

The compared course evaluation taken from the corresponding syllabuses (table I) shows the main items 
evaluated on the different approaches all having the same weight on the final score. The course was taught by 
the same faculty all years. 

Table 1. Nontraditional Materials in Architecture Course 

Traditional Flipped Flipped+MindMaps 
Lab practice 
Class project 

Lab practice 
Class project 

Lab practice 
Class project  

2 exams Class exercises Mind-maps 
 

On the table the explanation for the evaluation items is explained on the next paragraphs: 

• Lab practice: evaluation of the lab group solutions to exercises related to the lab work, 

• Class project: team development of a proposed alternative solution to a building using 
nontraditional materials. The project develops all points introduced on the theory class applied to 
the practical case proposed. Besides the written document with all the details, the students make a 
joint executive presentation (5 minutes) of the project relevance. 

• Exams: short questions to evaluation knowledge acquisition on the theory sessions of the course. 

• Class exercises: individual solution of short numerical and logical questions for real cases. 

• Mind-maps: individual mind-maps (using the e-tool Mindmup) presenting, and defining, all 
concepts presented in class in a connected graph. The students have to include relevant application 
examples from the Internet. 

2.2. Students learning styles analysis 

For statistical significance, it is agreed that experiments of different student populations are comparable when 
their learning styles can be considered as stable [14]. 

For evaluating the learning styles, the Felder-Soloman questionnaire [10] was used on all occasions. This 
decision was based on the adequacy of this test, according to Ruey-Shiang [11], for ensuring first a similar 
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type of student population each year, and second the right learning styles for good flipped teaching 
performance [12]. 

On table 2, the comparative learning styles per course are shown ensuring a relevant value (above 2) for one 
third of the population which gives a certainty of 95% for the hypothesis of equivalent populations according 
to ISO/TS 17503:2015 . 

Table 2. Learning styles percentage of the students per course 

Learning Style Traditional 
course 2016-17 

Flipped 
course 2017-18 

Flipped+MindMaps 
course 2018-19 

Active > 2 
Intuitive > 2 
Visual > 2 

42 
39 
60 

38 
46 
52 

41 
45 
59 

Global > 2 40 49 38 
 

2.3. Methodology for the analysis 

In order to evaluate the 3 proposed research questions, the corresponding output variables considered were: 

1. Average of class performance score. This is the best evaluation we can obtained for the overall 
learning achievement. 

2. Average of student satisfaction in the course. Under the research conditions learning involvement 
is directly connected to student satisfaction according to Narjaikaew [15]. The student satisfaction 
is measured at UPV by an individual (UPV controlled) survey. 

3. Average of mind-map evaluation. Learner autonomy is especially relevant when their own 
creativity (individual concept-map evaluation) is measured [16]. 

3. Results and analysis 

3.1. Experimental results 

On table 3, the evaluation of the different items described on point 2.3 is presented for the course on each of 
the years considered for the research. 

Table 3. Experimental results for the course each year 

Indicator Course 2016-
17 Course 2017-18 Course 2018-19 

Course average score 
± std. dev. 6,3 ± 0,2 7,0 ± 0,1 8,1 ± 0,1 

Average student 
satisfaction ± std. dev. 7,4 ± 0,4 8,1 ± 0,2 8,6 ± 0,1 

Average individual 
score ± std. dev. 5,3 ± 0,3 5,8 ± 0,2 7,1 ± 0,1 
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3.2. Analysis of the research questions 

From the results shown above, it is clear that the combination of flipped teaching and mind-map individual 
work is an excellent option for optative technical courses. After the introduction of flipped teaching relevant 
progress is evident as expected for the delivery of complex non-mathematically based disciplines [17]. Later 
enhancements due to individual mind-maps are especially relevant on multidisciplinary topics [18]. 

The student satisfaction develops a clear increase of results both as a group or individually which shows also 
a relevant increase in student autonomy. Additionally, the smaller standard deviation indicates that the 
conclusions are more representative for the group. 

4. Discussion 

From the evidence presented on this paper, a simple path to deliver effectively sustainability competences has 
been introduced. Flipped teaching has been proved here as a very effective methodology for scientific topics 
with low mathematical burden, as well as the use of mind-maps for structuring multidisciplinary disciplines. 
The procedure can be easily extrapolated to other fields where the multidisciplinary approach is a key element 
of the message. 

5. Conclusions 

Although there has been considerable progress in the incorporation of Sustainable Cities into the curricula of 
higher education institutions (HEIs) in Europe, particularly on competences for sustainable development and 
on pedagogical approaches, there has been limited research on the connection between how courses are 
delivered (pedagogical approaches) and how they may affect sustainability competences. 

This paper has presented the results from an academic research into the best delivery practice for Sustainability 
through flipped teaching and mind maps. The acquisition of sustainability competences, and the related 
pedagogical approaches, are key to achieve sustainability. It is also relevant to take note of the increased work 
load by faculty in charge. 

Follow-up research, could provide insights on how to better use, rethink, redesign, and combine these with 
other pedagogical approaches to provide a more sustainability-oriented education. 
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